Leganto Instructor Highlights - July 2019

Main Enhancements

Reading List and Citation Analytics (List Analysis)

July 2019 Leganto

In order to provide instructors with a better view about their reading lists' usage, when enabled by your library you can now view Analytics information about your reading lists and citations. This feature, called *List Analysis*, can be enabled for instructors (and librarians) only or also for students. The Analytics information is updated daily.

When this feature is enabled, the View lists analysis icon appears at the top of My Lists and every reading list. If you select the icon on the My Lists page, Analytics information appears instead of the reading list descriptions. To return to the standard view of My Lists, select the icon again or the X at the right of the bottom status bar that appears while analysis is visible.

The color of the left border indicates student involvement: red for 0-20%, yellow for 21-50%, or green for 51-100%.

Select **Weekly Active Students** for a list to see a student usage graph.
List Analysis in a reading list displays information per citation.

**Additional Enhancements**

- **July 2019 Leganto**
  Changes to Cite It! supported sites:
  - Law Trove was changed to Oxford Law Trove.
  - OER Commons, OpenStax, and The Open Textbook Library were added as supported sites.
  - The entry for Taylor & Francis was fixed.

- **Idea Exchange**
  When deleting a citation, the confirmation dialog box now contains information about the citation.
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- **July 2019 Leganto**
  The Alexander Street Press (ASP) recommendations pane was changed to Video Recommendations and now includes complete video recommendations from Primo Central. You can toggle in this pane to view only ASP recommendations.
When arriving to Leganto from the CMS using a course link, the fact that My Lists is filtered by the course is now highlighted.

For RTL languages, such as Hebrew, the bar to drag and drop sections is now on the right.

Filtering by a search string in a reading list was enhanced to support several features, including a) search for John Smith finds Smith, John, and b) support for double quoted phrases.
Resolved Issues

- **July 2019 Leganto SF: 00474477**  
  A librarian could not see student discussions or likes associated with a citation unless he or she was the owner of the list. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Leganto SF: 00611018**  
  When doing an instructor rollover, the copyrights were not recalculated properly for articles. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Leganto SF: 00644792**  
  Exporting to PDF while in student view included the library-internal and instructor-library tags. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Leganto SF: 00644860 00677859**  
  Cite it! from British Library's Explore catalogue wasn't working. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Leganto SF: 00637027 00648665 00675620 00681949**  
  After selecting Add to Citation for another edition, Leganto did not show the other edition's availability. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Leganto SF: 00647401**  
  When using SAML, timing out did not redirect the user to the correct login page. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Leganto SF: 00462473**  
  The Remove from lists action did not appear on watched lists until you refreshed. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Leganto SF: 00655911**  
  The start and end page did not appear together when Hebrew was selected as the language. This was fixed.

- **July 2019 Leganto SF: 00692357 00694747**  
  When primo_getit was true, then, after logging into Primo and returning to Leganto, a user was signed out of Leganto. This was fixed.